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Construction update 

The construction and commissioning of Stockyard Hill Wind Farm continues to make strong progress.  There are 
currently a total of 138 (of 149) wind turbines installed that are being progressively commissioned. We anticipate 
that all turbines will be fully installed by the end of November.  

The three wind farm substations are fully completed and capable of exporting power to the grid through the 500kV 
Haunted Gully Terminal Station once the project is registered by AEMO.    

Stockyard Hill Wind Farm looks forward to completing the project and achieving full commercial operation early in 
2021.  

With the project being energised all installed infrastructure, sub-stations, powerlines, and underground cabling 
shall now be considered electrically ENERGISED and LIVE.  

Covid-19 Update 

Goldwind Australia continues to closely monitor the Victorian Governments Covid-19 restrictions.  As it presently 
stands, construction works across the state are permitted to continue, and we continue to proceed with the 
construction of the Stockyard Hill Wind Farm. 

However, there have been several measures implemented to manage the risks on the wind farm site, including: 

• wearing of face coverings in line with Victorian Government Guidelines 

• access to site is managed with a travel and a site access approval form, this requires the travel location and 
hygiene and risk management measures to be documented 

• working in small consistent teams 

• temperature checks each morning of all contractors prior to commencing work 

• teams not socialising at breaks or in meetings 

• increasing social distance within offices 

• increasing hygiene practices 

• self-isolation for any workers returning from overseas (enforced prior to the announcement of mandatory 
self-isolation) 

• ensuring if employees/contractors are not well they seek medical attention and not attend the work site. 
 

We will continue to apply the Victorian Government guidelines for essential workers traveling from the Melbourne 
Metropolitan area and continue to manage any future directions from the Victorian Government.   
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